
LAST WEEK

� Housekeeping

� Definitions of Journalism

� Academic study vs. Practice

� 10 Principles of Journalism

� Types of Journalism

� Two opposing attitudes towards Journalism



TYPES OF NEWS: HARD VS. SOFT

Often topics 
straddle both 
categories



TYPES OF NEWS: SHORT VS. LONG
Print/online: News items vs. features and long-
form
Broadcast:  News vs. Current Affairs and 
documentary
Multiplatform news outlets: flexible often including 
text, still photos, graphics, video clips etc.

All can be hard or soft content



NEWS VALUES
COMMS 201



THE TRUTH – BUT WHOSE TRUTH?

Journalism’s first obligation is 
to the truth
-Kovac, Rosensteil
The fundamental obligation 
of the reporter is to the truth. 
Fergal Keane, BBC journalist

Does the news media 
‘reflect’ social reality 

truthfully?
Can journalists in fact 

produce a truthful news 
account?



TODAY’S LECTURE – CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES

� Newsworthiness – what qualifies news as news?

� News values – what qualities or features makes news news?

� Gatekeeping – who determines what is included as news?

� Agenda setting – how do we learn what is news?

� Framing – how does the news tell us how to think?



‘NEWSWORK’ – DAY TO DAY ROUTINE

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

Exploring the ideological dynamics of 
newswork practices - the day-to-day 
routines of news production which 
construct news as an ‘impartial’ form of 
social knowledge reinforcing normative 
behaviours. 

Then …..and Now



UNDERSTANDING NEWS

� To understand news, you need to understand the 
ways in which news organizations manage the 
processes through which information is gathered and 
transformed into news, and the pressure that 
encourage journalists to follow familiar patterns of 
news-making.



THREE KEY FACTORS

�Thousands of potential news stories but news has 
limited time/ space in which to tell these stories

�Deadlines – newsworkers have a limited amount of 
time to put stories together.

�Budgets – the cost of gathering in materials for a news 
story must be taken into account.

�Key processes: • Evaluation • Selection/ Omission • 
Organisation • Prioritisation • Perspective



WHAT QUALIFIES NEWS AS NEWS? -‘NEWSWORTHINESS’

TVNZ Herald

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.



NEWSWORTHINESS – DETERMINED BY NEWS VALUES

Journalist

� I know it when I see it

� My gut feeling

� Just because it is

� It’s always been like that

Journalism studies

� News is structured according to unspoken 
values rather than discovered (Galtung
and Ruge, 1965)

� News values are the usually unconscious 
criteria by which events and issues are 
evaluated.

� Agreed on, but unquestioned and 
unexamined. 



NEWS VALUES

� Journalists speak of ‘the news’ as if events select 
themselves. Further, they speak as if which is the 
‘most significant’ news story, and which ‘news 
angles’ are most salient, are divinely inspired. Yet 
of the millions of events which occur every day 
in the world, only a tiny proportion ever become 
visible as ‘potential news stories’: and of this 
proportion, only a small fraction are actually 
produced as the day’s news in the news media. 
(Hall 1981: 234) 

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

Hall, S. The determination of 
news photographs. In The 
Manufacture of News, Sage 
Productions.



NEWS VALUES – 1965, UPDATED 2001, 2014

Galtung and Ruge (1965)
“The Structure of Foreign News: The 
Presentation of the Congo, Cuba, and 
Cyprus Crises in Four Norwegian 
newspapers”

1. Frequency
2. Negativity
3. Unexpectedness

4. Unambiguity
5. Personalization

6. Meaningfulness (cultural proximity)
7. Elite nations
8. Elite people

9. Conflict
10. Consonance

11. Continuity
12. Composition



HARCUP AND O’NEILL, NEWS VALUES REVISITED 
(AGAIN) - UPDATED

�‘An updated set of contemporary news values that, in 
various combinations, seem to be identifiable within 
published news stories. Although there will be exceptions, 
we have found that potential news stories must generally 
satisfy one and preferably more of the following 
requirements to be selected’:



EXCLUSIVITY

� Known as a ‘scoop’ in journalism 
parlance – getting a story no one 
else does ..

� Stories generated by, or available 
first to, the news organisation as a 
result of interviews, letters, 
investigations, surveys, polls, and so 
on.



NEGATIVITY/BAD NEWS

� Bad news’ is ordinarily favoured 
over ‘good news’, Stories with 
particularly negative overtones 
such as death, injury, defeat and 
loss (of a job, for example).

� “If it bleeds, it leads”



CONFLICT

‘Stories concerning conflict such as 
controversies, arguments, splits, strikes, 
fights, insurrections and warfare.

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.



UNEXPECTEDNESS/SURPRISE

� Unexpectedness: an event which is 
‘out of the ordinary’ is likely to be 
‘novel’ or ‘new’, As an old cliché 
goes: ‘Dog bites man isn’t news; 
man bites dog is.’ 



AUDIO-VISUALS

� Stories that have arresting 
photographs, video, audio 
and/or which can be 
illustrated with infographics.



SHAREABILITY

� Stories that are thought likely to 
generate sharing and comments 
via Facebook, Twitter and other 
forms of social media.

� ‘stuff that makes you laugh and 
stuff that makes you angry’.



ENTERTAINMENT

� Soft stories concerning sex, show 
business, sport, lighter human interest, 
animals, or offering opportunities for 
humorous treatment, witty headlines or 
lists.



DRAMA

� Stories concerning an unfolding 
drama such as escapes, accidents, 
searches, sieges, rescues, battles or 
court cases



FOLLOW-UP

� Follow-up: Stories about subjects 
already in the news.



THE POWER ELITE

Stories concerning powerful individuals, 
organisations, institutions or corporations.



RELEVANCE
� The event should be seen to 

impinge, however indirectly, on the 
news audience’s lives and 
experiences. The proximity of the 
event is a related factor. 



MAGNITUDE

� Stories perceived as sufficiently 
significant in the large numbers of 
people involved or in potential impact, 
or involving a degree of extreme 
behaviour or extreme occurrence



CELEBRITY
� Stories concerning people who are 

already famous.



GOOD NEWS

� Stories with particularly 
positive overtones such as 
recoveries, breakthroughs, 
cures, wins and celebrations.



NEW’S ORGANIZATIONS AGENDA

� Stories that set or fit the news 
organisation's own agenda, whether 
ideological, commercial or as part of 
a specific campaign.



WHICH NEWS VALUE/S ARE AT WORK?



QUIZ



SPHERE OF CONSENSUS

For example, Lillian’s e.g.
� A) everyone believes in an 

education – uncontroversial, 
the ‘official line’.

� B) what type of education and 
how it is paid for – contested, a 
‘plurality of views’.

� C) a trip to Rarotonga does not 
constitute ‘education’ – seen 
as a junket, outside 
acceptability, ‘radical or 
irresponsible’.



GATEKEEPING – HOW DOES 
NEWS BECOME NEWS?

� Infinite number of news items.
� But limited time and space.

� ‘Gatekeeping’ – a filtering process 
by editors, news directors and 
others let some stories though, keep 
others out.

� Limits, controls, and shapes the 
public's knowledge.

� Shoemaker and Vos (2008)

Gatekeepers deploy complex criteria for 
judging a particular news story 
� Economic needs of the medium’s 

organizational policy.

� Definitions of newsworthiness (must 
exhibit certain news values).

� Conceptions of the nature of relevant 
audience.

� Beliefs about fourth estate obligations 
of journalists.



AGENDA SETTING – WHAT TO THINK ABOUT

Agenda-setting theory - if a news 
item is covered frequently and 
prominently, the audience will 
regard the issue as more important.

‘The press may not be successful in 
telling people what to think, but is 
stunningly successful in telling them 
what to think about’ (Cohen, 1963).

� Chronology of thinkers:

� Influential Walter Lippman (1922), 
‘father of PR’

� Bernard Cohen (1963)  the press is 
‘stunningly successful in telling its 
readers what to think about’.

� McCombs and Shaw (1972), Chapel 
Hill study, analysing election issues.

� 400 later studies confirm soundness of 
this theory.



AGENDA-SETTING – WHAT TO THINK ABOUT

Assumptions and findings:
The press and the media do not reflect
reality; they filter and shape it;

Media concentration on a few issues leads 
the public to perceive them as more 
important.

Some challenge now through digital 
distribution ‘Reverse agenda-setting’ where 
public concern can influence media agenda



NEWS FRAMING – HOW WE THINK ABOUT AN ISSUE

Erving Goffman (sociologist,  Frame Analysis, 
1974) drew on Gregory Bateson’s concept of 
the ‘frame’. 
� Framing allows us ‘isolate some of the basic 

frameworks of understanding available in 
our society for making sense out of events’ 

� Something happens – it is fraught with 
ambiguity - and we strive to make sense of 
the event.



FRAMING - HOW WE THINK ABOUT AN ISSUE

Determines what becomes news
• Frames allow meaningless aspects of an 

event to be made meaningful. 

• The type of framework we employ provides 
a way of describing the event to which is it 
applied.



FRAMING

� How a particular news event is framed while claiming to be objective or balanced 
takes on ideological significance (Gitlin, 1980)

� The use of (unspoken) frames naturalizes the social world, allowing journalists to 
grant it ‘sense’.

� Framing focuses attention, privileging some aspects of perceived reality. It defines 
problems for us, diagnoses causes, makes moral judgements and suggest remedies 
(Entmann, 1993).



FRAMING COMPARISON – THE US POV

Soviets shot down Korean airlines 007 
in 1983

� Criminal

� Murder

� Victims are ‘loved ones’ and 
‘innocent

� Incident an inevitable by-product of 
the Russian system

US shoots down Iran Air 655 in 1988

� Accidental

� Ghastly and tragic

� Victims, passengers or travellers

� Incident responsibility of a sole 
individual, an officer of the US Navy.







GATE-KEEPING – 6 LEVELS

1. The individual level – the likes or dislikes of a journalist, access to sources 
of information.

2. The routines of work level, where decisions are made determined by a 
pre-established and generalized set of practices including news values

3. The organizational level – influences by media owners, editorial policies, 
budget constraints, number of and nature of foreign news bureau (for 
example, may draw on Fox News or the Guardian depending on 
preferences and political perspectives.



GATE-KEEPING – 6 LEVELS

4. Social and institutional ‘extra media’ – influences by news 
sources, corporate advertisers, media markets, economic forces, 
government, interest groups, public relations and competition with 
other media outlets.

5. The social system – social and cultural influences (often more 
unconscious), what a system deems important or not.

6. Within the shift of media online, the rise of ’audience gate-
keeping’ – citizen journalism and re-posting.


